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OEM Professional nail curing lamp wholesale 24w 48w 

combinated Manufacturers 

Wholesale 24w+48w nail curing lamp for manicure art with LED display and UV bulbs dry 
your nail fast in minutes.The dryer with two power exchange 24watts and 48watts,Press 
button on/off in 2-3 seconds the light will turn to opposite watts,especial for different nail 
gels.It is easy to use manicure light even for people new in drying nails. Just connect 
lamp with power cord and turn on,select or put hands directly into UV lamp with holder it 
will work with sensor automatically dry your nail. We not only will try our best to offer 
excellent services to every customer, but also are ready to receive any suggestion 
offered by our customers for Personlized Products China Sun UV LED Nail Curing Lamp, 
We also make sure that your assortment will be crafted while using the optimum quality 
and dependability. Make sure you experience totally free to make contact with us for 
more information and facts. Personlized Products China UV Lamp and Nail Dryer price, 
By adhering to the principle of "human oriented, winning by quality", our company 
sincerely welcomes merchants from at home and abroad to visit us, talk business with us 
and jointly create a brilliant future. 

 

Nail Curing Lamp 

 Wholesale 24w+48w nail curing lamp for manicure 

art with LED display and UV bulbs dry your nail fast 

in minutes.The dryer with two power exchange 

24watts and 48watts,Press button on/off in 2-3 

seconds the light will turn to opposite watts,especial 

for different nail gels.It is easy to use manicure light 

even for people new in drying nails. Just connect 

lamp with power cord and turn on,select or put 

hands directly into UV lamp with holder it will work 

with sensor automatically dry your nail.Send Inquiry 
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Packing list(With box): 
1.Main dryer 

2.DC Power adapter 

3.Introduction/Manuel 
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1. PARTS INSTRUCTION of Professional nail curing lamp 

wholesale 24w 48w combinated 

1.Infrared induction 

2.Power switch&24W/48W optional button 

3.5sec time setting 

4.30sec time setting 

5.60sec time setting 

6.Adapter connection 

 

The nail lamp dryer with a UV sun light that harmless to eyes and dual lights wavelength 
365+405nm rapid drying your nails. Bulbs spread in different angels that curing nail 
completely. 
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The manicure light continue working for 10-15 minutes and it has over-heat protection 
also assembled with best quality material won’t melt when using it for a long time. Set 
time by press corresponding button 5S/30S/60S,Hidden digital tube display 
timing,Infrared sensors will start itself when hand into the nail lamp, maximum working 
time is 90s. 

We have sold more than 400k nail lamps to United States,UK,Ireland,Belgium,Romania 
etc which is the hot one ‘cause it has different functions match customers’ inquiry. 

 

2. Product Parameter (Specification) of Professional nail 

curing lamp wholesale 24w 48w combinated 

New Nail lamp 

wavelength 
365+405nm Manufacturer Atocnail co.,limited 

Type 
Curing lamp 

factory 

ODM 

Customization 
Logo,Color,bulbs,watts,adapter 
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3. Product Feature And Application of Professional nail 

curing lamp wholesale 24w 48w combinated 

Please read the instruction carefully before using the lamp 

1.Not allow any liquid into the machine otherwise,da¬mage may occur 

2.When timer button out of function .Please don't use. 

3.Please unplug the adapter, when leaving. 

4.Please do not to use the nail lamp wten adapter failure. 

5.Please do not to turn on the machine excess than 600s otherwise it may reduce the 
lifetime of nail lamp 

6.Never look directly at the UV light and exposure in long time UV radiation may cause 
injury to eyes and skin. 

 

Product name 24w Plus 48w exchange curing nail dryer 
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Leds 30 bulbs 

Wired or wireless Wired with power adapter cord 

Life time Around 50000h 

Atocnail part number ATC-EX48W 

Color White(ODM color available) 

Output 100-240V AC 50/60HZ 1A DC 24V/1.5A 

Product size 150x190x85mm 

 

4. Product Details of Professional nail curing lamp 

wholesale 24w 48w combinated 

【Fast Drying】Atoc nail UV LED nail lamp 50-60% faster than other lamps,the dryer 
compatible for different kinds of nail art gels. 

【Portable & Compact】The nail lamp with light weight that easy to carry to anywhere 
like office,company,home,traveling. 
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【Painless】The nail lamp cures your gel nail polishes with low heat, painless that 
protects your hands. 

 

5. Product Qualification of Professional nail curing lamp 

wholesale 24w 48w combinated 

We provide 365 days quality guarantee for nail dryer since it has been sold out in your 
country. Our customers in wholesale field selling well and very few return as it is great 
quality product and life time is more than 50K hours. 

6. Deliver,Shipping And Serving of Professional nail 

curing lamp wholesale 24w 48w combinated 

Deliver method: Door to Door shipping 

MOQ:500 pcs 

Deliver time: 5-25 days on different quantity 

Price item: FOB or CIF 
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7. FAQ of Professional nail curing lamp wholesale 24w 

48w combinated 

How many you have in stock? 
We have some no logo curing lamp in stock, and that won’t spend a long time to produce 
new ones or print logo to them 

What else products you have? 
We wholesale all nail tools nail polish accessories,curing lamps dryer,pedicure lamp Nail 
dust machine,manicure dust collector 
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